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estrogens induce electrophysiological changes in a cancerous human breast cell line (MCF-7). The recent identification of
receptors for androgens and estrogens on human mammary epithelium, and the growth inhibitory effects of these

hormones on breast cancer cells in vitro has led to a re-evaluation of the mode of action of these hormones. Androgenic
and estrogenic actions have been studied by measuring the effects on membrane currents of a human cancerous breast cell

line (MCF-7). These cells express androgen and estrogen receptors. The intracellular recordings reveal the presence of
voltage-sensitive potassium currents, a calcium-activated potassium channel, and a time-dependent, voltage-independent,
outward rectifier current which is influenced by estradiol. These results further support the possibility that androgens and

estrogens may have direct effects on human breast tissue.UN court (AFP) The UN-backed court for the first time
delivered a stinging rebuke of powerful countries Wednesday, ruling that the US and its allies had breached international
law in their expansive drone attacks in Pakistan. The judgment in the Hague-based International Criminal Court (ICC) is
the first to detail the full scope of what many regard as one of the major violations of international law committed by the
US. "With this ruling, the International Criminal Court has held the US accountable for its long-standing violation of the
laws of war, and the laws governing the use of drones," said Richard A. Oppel, the international justice specialist for the
New York Times. "For the first time, the court has condemned US drone strikes as a type of war crime -- a breach of the

laws of war that justifiably lead to prosecution of individual US officials, if necessary." In a detailed document, ICC judges
wrote that the attacks in Pakistan were a "violation of the principles of distinction, proportionality and precaution in an

armed conflict." The drone strikes, which began in 2004, came despite prior negotiations that ended with the US's
announcement in February 2011 that it would not allow flights over Pakistani airspace unless the government granted

permission. They also occurred in territory where the Taliban was not known to
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DJ Shadow. 45 mp3. Over 10,000 likes on Facebook. DJ Shadow SoundCloud. Once in a while, a DJ blows us all away,.

DJ Shadow Remixes. 02. Record Store Day in 2016.. We hand-picked 13 tracks from all three albums in DJ Shadow's. DJ
Shadow - Endtroducing.. 2 hours ago from https: Another remix album from DJ Shadow, Endtroducing features
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